
St. Ann Catholic Church – Confirmation Dress Code 

Wear your “Sunday Best.”  Attire that is inappropriate for the occasion or deviates from modesty 

in the judgment of Father Massie or Mrs. Katie Savoie will result in having to put a robe over 

clothes or scheduling the reception of the Sacrament at another time in proper attire.  If you have 

a question as to whether or not an outfit is acceptable, please ask. 

 

Ladies 

For girls, dresses and attire that reflect modesty are required.  Each year, the most difficult task 

for the Church is the determination of modesty for girls.  Traditional interpretations are often at 

odds with fashion and cultural trends. 

 

Your attire should be appropriate for a family church event, not a night on the town or a dance 

club.  Confirmation should not be confused with homecoming or prom.  Dresses that are too 

revealing, are skin tight or form-fitting, expose midriffs or cleavage, or are too short in length are 

not appropriate.  Comparisons to other people’s dresses will not be entertained (Claiming “others 

were speeding” rarely works when pulled over by police.)  Modesty is admittedly a subjective 

interpretation, but one which we have a duty to uphold.  Girls should err on the side of modesty 

and formality and not put the church in the difficult position of upholding standards.  Having 

been specifically forewarned, we expect nothing less than full cooperation from girls and their 

parents. 

Specifics for Dresses: 

• Dress backs may not be lower than the shoulder blades. 

• Dress length must reach the knee at minimum. This includes any slits in the dress.  If you 

purchase a dress with a slit that does not meet those guidelines, you will need to have the 

slit sewn. 

• Dresses must not be too tight or form fitting. 

• Dresses may not have cut outs. 

• Dresses must not be low cut in the front. 

• Appropriate undergarments must be worn based on the style of the dress. 

• Dresses may not be strapless or spaghetti strapped. 

• “Flip flops” are not acceptable. 

 

Gentelmen 

Gentlemen must wear nice slacks, dress shoes and a shirt and tie.  A suit may be worn, but is not 

required.   

 

If you are in doubt about your outfit, please consult Mrs. Katie Savoie. 


